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Abstract:

Shipping on the Gippsland Lakes in the mid‐1800s provided the main route for
heavy cargoes from Melbourne and a goods and produce supply route from East Gippsland.
As railways were extended to Sale and Bairnsdale, the steamers on the Gippsland Lakes provided
an important trade route to Sale and Bairnsdale, connecting the coastal townships to the
important rail services. From the 1880s to early 1900s, steamers became a popular tourist
attraction on the Lakes.
The Dahlsen Company of Bairnsdale had the steamer S.S. Gippsland built and commissioned at
Peter Tierney’s Paynesville slipway in 1908.
The S.S. Gippsland maintained an important trade and passenger link between Cunninghame and
Bairnsdale before being sold in 1937 and leaving the Gippsland Lakes.

S.S. Gippsland on Mitchell River

Early Shipping on the Gippsland Lakes
As East Gippsland became more settled by pastoralists, general merchants, timber merchants and
gold miners, there was a need to have general supplies, machinery and equipment brought in by
shipping from the Melbourne ports to Port Albert, crossing the bar and through the Lakes by
steamer and then by the slow and costly process of bullock dray to Bairnsdale and the surrounding
district. The new supply route to East Gippsland would ensure quicker deliveries and lower costs
for cargo, at around £20‐£30 per ton compared to the land route from Port Albert at £40‐£50 per
ton and reducing the delivery time by up to two weeks.
Hence, the commencement of a new era, the commercial shipping route from the Ports of
Melbourne and Port Albert, to the Ports of Bairnsdale, Sale, Lakes Entrance and the main rivers of
the Gippsland Lakes.
The rail system from Oakleigh to Sale was completed in 1875 providing a regional centre for the
handling of goods through shipping across the Gippsland Lakes and rivers to the gold fields.
Bairnsdale railway extension was opened in 1888 drawing to a close the once important trade
route by schooners and steamers from Melbourne and Port Albert and also providing a boom for
the Lakes shipping with many tourists visiting the Gippsland Lakes arriving by train.
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The Dahlsen Company Steamers
John Christian Dahlsen, opened a merchant store in Bairnsdale in 1877 and with the schooner
trade declining and rail through to Bairnsdale, invested in the shipping trade with a fleet of
steamers including the P.S. Tarra, S.S. Tambo, the S.S. Ariel and purchased the P.S. Tanjil through
liquidation of the Lakes Navigation Company in 1890.
Not only did the Dahlsen fleet provide an important shipping trade, but on many occasions gave
opportunity for excursions around the Lakes mostly on Boxing Day, New Year’s Day and Empire
Day in May. The boats were often chartered for group or private trips.
J.C. Dahlsen also had a new steamer, the S.S. JCD built at Paynesville in 1888 by Sylvus Eriksen and
was built on the foreshore near the current Southern Harbours. S.S. JCD measured 100 feet in
length and was constructed of iron ribs and kauri planking. Her speed of 12 knots put her as one
of the fastest steamers on the Lakes and she was affectionately known as the ’greyhound of the
Lakes’.
The S.S. JCD, being the larger boat of the Dahlsen fleet, was assigned the Cunninghame run.
J.C. Dahlsen died in 1906 leaving the running of the business to his son Percy Dahlsen on behalf of
his mother, Jane.
Although the Dahlsen‐owned shipping proved to be very profitable and dominated the Bairnsdale
to Cunninghame trade, their main steamers were ageing and by 1906 the company was pursuing
the addition of another steamer capable of fast speeds and ferrying large numbers of passengers
in comfort.
A new steamer would allow the S.S. JCD to take on the Cunninghame run during the winter
months and become an excursion steamer during the peak holiday periods, mainly summer.

Dahlsen Steamers S.S. Gippsland & S.S JCD at Bairnsdale Wharf

The Design of S.S. Gippsland
Dahlsen’s acquired the services of Victor Gotch, a Melbourne Consulting Engineer to draw up
plans for a new steamer. ( launched as the S.S. Gippsland ) Victor Gotch was the Principal of a
Technical College in Footscray which he founded around 1900.
The S.S. Gippsland was designed to have traditional lines with a counter stern. At 125 feet in
length she was one of the largest steamers built on the Gippsland Lakes.
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She dwarfed the other steamers, not because of her size but the distinctive feature of the double
deck. The upper deck was eighty feet long, roofed with an awning and comfortably seating 200
passengers. The main deck (or lower deck) was even larger fitted with weatherproof curtains and
cabins making it comfortable for all weather conditions.
An innovation for passenger boats of its time was the below deck dining room to forward and the
smoking saloon and bar to the aft and a suitably designed galley to cater for the passengers.
The engine room, located in the lower mid‐section, accommodated the large boiler and triple
expansion steam engine.

Building the S.S. Gippsland
Joseph. C. Bull in his book Story of Gippsland Shipping wrote a very detailed chapter relating to the
building of the S.S. Gippsland and the following is a summarised version of an important part of
the S.S. Gippsland’s history.
‘To many people, the building of a boat, or ship, is an interesting subject, particularly to those who
live near the waterfront and are able to watch the movements of local shipping. Moreover, a
vessel built of wood, which will last for a workable life of from 80 to 100 years, must be worthy of
a step by step description of its construction’.
Peter Tierney was a well‐known shipbuilder
and purchased the ship‐building yard now
known as the Paynesville Boat Yard from
Sylvus Eriksen in the 1890s.
Dahlsen’s slipped their boats at Tierney’s
slip and he was contracted to build the S.S.
Gippsland.
Peter Tierney was a Scotsman and a top
class shipwright who would stand for no
second grade timber or workmanship.
The staff of the shipyard consisted of ten at
the time of commencement of the building
of the S.S. Gippsland in 1907.
Peter Tierney was about 44 years of age at
the time of the building of the S.S.
Gippsland. The senior staff member was
Bill Sutherland, also a Scotsman and a very
thorough shipwright. Charlie Johanson,
was a Swede. Andrew Sutherland was a
shipwright‐boat builder.
Adam Wilson was a few years younger than
the men listed above and, being more
active, he was given the hard jobs. Arthur
James was an axeman and rigger. Jules
Lake was senior apprentice.

Peter Tierney

Len Walsh was next senior. Osmond Day and Joe Bull were the junior apprentices and started on
the same day.
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Builders of the S.S. Gippsland

Builders of the S.S. Gippsland

The keel was laid parallel to the present slip and some distance away so as not to interfere with
the works programme of the yard.
The keel was 12" x 12" ironbark in two lengths scarfed about mid‐ship and supplied by Jack
Neilson of Sarsfield. An inner keelson was bolted through the keel with copper bolts to make a
very strong backbone for the ship.
Sister keelson’s were fastened on both sides of the main keel extending from the engine room
forward past the boiler compartment to provide additional strength.
The keel, once in place, was secured and the stem, stern and rudder posts were set up and fixed in
position to the keel.
At this stage the rigger, Arthur James, erected a wooden scaffolding around the rough outline of
the deck plan marked on the ground.
The senior apprentices had been active in another part of the yard making and painting a large
floor or drawing board.
Sections scaled from blueprints were then drawn to full size scale to enable moulds to be made of
the fifteen sections and then erected on the keel about 7 feet apart according to their numbered
station and then stayed.
The S.S. Gippsland was designed with a counter stern which required the need for one of Victor
Gotch’s students, Jack McCauley, a boat builder from Williamstown to be sent to Paynesville with
special instructions in the drawing and setting up of the counter stern.
The frame of the counter stern was‐made in a half round shape using seven pieces of heavy grey
box, scarfed and bolted together to form the required shape and then levelled to conform with
the shape of the hull and deck.
The transom or counter stern frame was shaped and lifted and bolted into position.
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The rib bands were made up of 4" x 2" timbers spliced or joined together in long lengths to reach
from stem to stern. They were fastened to the moulds and spaced about 18" apart from the keel
up making the outline of the boat ready for the fitting of ribs.
The shipwrights constructed a long steam box for preparing ribs of 4" x 2" ironbark and as
steaming and bending of the ribs commenced, the ironbark broke incurring a high rate of loss of
timber.
To overcome the breakage, the ribs were then ripped up the centre on edge forming laminated
ribs from the bilge to the topsides substantially reducing the breakage.
Tierney’s shipyard was equipped with a boiler and a large steam winch which was part of the slip
equipment but could be used for other heavy work by using pulley blocks in various positions. The
senior apprentices operated the only power driven tool, a circular saw driven by a single marine
engine of 5 hp.
The planking was 8”x 2” and 6" x 2" New Zealand Kauri timber in long lengths and free from heart‐
sap. The planks were secured with 5 inch copper nails, drilled at every rib, countersunk, driven,
punched and clenched.
The planking of the ship was a long and tedious job and when finished, the hull had to be adzed,
planed and sanded off, and all of this work was done by hand.

Building of the S.S. Gippsland at Paynesville Slipyard

The gunwales and stringers were long lengths of heavy timber bolted through at every second rib.
When they were in place, the deck beams were shaped with adzes and fitted. The apprentices
frequently acquired red gum knees from a nearby paddock as many were required for the beams
and the deck construction. This work was done with axe, adze and crosscut saw.
A 2" kauri deck was then laid, planed and sanded, caulked and puttied. The hull was then caulked,
puttied and painted.
A Blacksmith, Jim McCarrick joined the staff at this time and the blacksmith's shop went into
action with Stan Mentiplay as a striker. The shop contained a forge, an anvil, a swage block and
little else.
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The first job for the blacksmith was to make a boring bar which was used to bore the hole for the
stern tube. The stern tube was fitted and the tail‐shaft, propeller and rudder were put in place.
The hull was then slowly and carefully moved over from the building site to the slipway, most
likely with the aid of the steam winch and pulley blocks.

Building of the S.S. Gippsland at Paynesville Slipyard

Building of the S.S. Gippsland at Paynesville Slipyard

Launching the S.S. Gippsland
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S.S. Gippsland was ready for launching and Arbour Day, June 1908 was chosen as the day.
Percy Dahlsen wanted a quiet launch, however being a public holiday, the residents of Paynesville
flocked to the Tierney Yard to watch the launching.
The vessel decorated with signal flags was officially launched by the family matriarch, Jane
Dahlsen, naming it ‘Gippsland’.

The launched S.S. Gippsland at Paynesville Slipyard
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S.S. Gippsland Specifications
Dimensions
Length LWL
Length LOA
Breadth (Beam)

113ft
125ft
22ft 9in

Depth (Draft)

9ft 6in (8ft 9in)

Tonnage
Gross
Underdeck

159 tons
131 tons

Net

90 tons

Machinery
Engine:

Rating
Boiler
Fuel Consumption
Propulsion

Triple Expansion reciprocating steam engine
11”, 18” and 28” diameter cylinders by 18”
stroke
45 hp
Scotch Marine Type Boiler
4 tons per hour
Single shaft screw
Propeller; 4 blade, bronze, 6’ diameter

Speeds
Maximum speed
Cruising Speed

14 knots
9‐10 knots

Survey
Rivers
Lakes

Licensed to carry 600 passengers
Licensed to carry 477 passengers

Fit‐out and Finishing the S.S. Gippsland
The blacksmith and his striker bent to shape the angle iron frames made for the hurricane deck
and they were erected every five feet. Thousands of holes were drilled through the frames by
hand‐tools, most of this work was done by contract at 1d per hole.
As soon as a few holes were drilled the shipwrights started to lay the hurricane deck. More
ironwork was made to carry the roof, which represented a flying deck. The blacksmiths also made
many complicated blocks and other fittings for the steering gear.
Ship joiners were now added to the staff to fit out the interior. Beams, knees and stringers were
covered with a red pine lining, the saloon forward and the bar aft lined with "V" jointed boards.
Deck cabins were built on the main deck and furniture such as tables, bar fittings and counters,
also constructed.
The large steam boiler had been built by Buchanan and Brock in Melbourne and delivered by this
firm to the railway wharf at Bairnsdale. As soon as the boiler bed and the engine bed were in
place, the S.S. Gippsland was towed to the Bairnsdale wharf as the Paynesville shipyard hard no
large crane facilities. The stokehold or boiler section of the ship between the two main bulkheads
was filled with chopped tan from Jackson's tannery nearby. The heavy boiler was rolled from the
railway truck on to the tan. When the tan was dug out, the boiler was gradually lowered into
position.
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The Steam Boiler

The Steam Engine

The triple expansion steam engine was also fitted at the Bairnsdale wharf by Jack Trevorrow and
Tom Buchanan who were the apprentice engineers and fitted the machinery under the direction
of Mr Buchanan, snr.
The engine room was a mass of pumps, auxiliary gear, surface condensers and steam pipes. The
copper pipe bending was quite difficult as some of these were up to eight inches in diameter. This
work was performed by specialists, Peacock & Smith, from Melbourne.
After the painters had been on the job for some weeks, time came to add the finishing touches.
Graining work was very popular in 1908 and most of the doors and exterior cabin walls were
covered by an exaggerated type of imitation wood grain.
Upholsterers and plumbers then moved in.
The number of canvas storm curtains required was enormous as the S.S. Gippsland had open
decks.

Commissioning the S.S. Gippsland
After a trial trip, the S.S. Gippsland was now ready for her maiden voyage, the final cost of
construction alone in excess of £7,000.
On Boxing Day, 1908 the S.S. Gippsland departed Paynesville for her maiden trip to Cunninghame
and return.
On board were members of the Dahlsen family, shipyard workers, friends and local residents.
The S.S. Gippsland showed good speed, up to 14 knots, making her the fastest steamer on the
lakes.
Before final commissioning, the S.S. Gippsland was surveyed by the Victorian Marine Board,
formerly the Steam Navigation Board of Victoria.
The survey was carried out by Government men – a shipwright surveyor for the hull and
woodwork and an Engineer surveyor to test the boiler and machinery.
The S.S. Gippsland was issued with a Marine Board Survey Licensed to carry 600 passengers on the
rivers and 477 passengers on the Lakes.
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The Commissioned S.S. Gippsland

Crews of the S.S. Gippsland
The first skipper of the S.S. Gippsland was the well‐known Lakes steamer skipper, Captain Peter
Neilson who had previously captained the S.S. Sarah and the S.S. JCD. Captain Nielson was skipper
of the S.S. Gippsland for the next ten years handing over to Captain Oscar Lindemann.
Captain Lindemann skippered the S.S. Gippsland for the Dahlsen’s until the firm disposed of her.
Fred Andrews was the ship’s Engineer having worked also on the JCD.
By the mid‐1920s the crew comprised of Captain Oscar Lindemann (Master), Alfred J. Legg (Mate),
Fred Andrews (Engineer), Wal Witt (Fireman) and Joseph Day (Deckhand). Relief crew members
were R.G. Fraser, R.B. Fraser, J. Lee, J. Duffy, J. Bell and P. Nelson.
On‐board catering was let by tender and many workers were employed for the S.S. Gippsland.
The furnaces of the S.S. Gippsland burnt from four to six tons of wood per trip. There was always a
large supply of firewood at the Bairnsdale wharf and larger reserves stored at Munday's brick kiln
yard. Wood contractors included Charles Leyshan and the McNamara Brothers.

The Life of the S.S. Gippsland
The S.S. Gippsland became very popular, mainly due to her size, speed and appointments. She
was at first painted white, but later had a dark green hull and after this light grey. The tall funnel
was painted bright chrome yellow with a black top. Always the pride and joy of her owners, she
was kept in tip‐top condition, being repainted prior to the opening of each tourist season.
The S.S. Gippsland’s routine for the next thirty years would be to leave Lakes Entrance around 9am
with passengers and cargo, mainly fish, calling in at Kalimna, Nungurner, Nyerimilang and Metung,
sometimes slowing down mid‐lake to take fish aboard from a fishing boat, then steaming into
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Point Dawson at the mouth of the Mitchell River where it would collect more fish and freight, and
finally on to Bairnsdale, arriving about 12.15pm.
There the fish, boxed and iced were
dispatched by train to Melbourne in a cork
insulated rail carriage.
The S.S. Gippsland would leave Bairnsdale
about 3pm depending on the arrival of the
Melbourne train taking freight and
passengers back to Lakes Entrance. On
Fridays, the steamer returned late to Lakes
Entrance, calling at the fishing village of
Paynesville for the weekly delivery of
goods. On Saturday night the S.S. Gippsland
would stay overnight at Bairnsdale in
readiness for the Sunday excursion,
popular with visitors and locals alike.
During her career, which lasted nearly 30
years, the S.S. Gippsland’s whistle became
a familiar sound on the Mitchell and her
routine regulated life in the Lakes
townships, especially Lakes Entrance.
The S.S. Gippsland proved to be a
profitable venture recovering the costs of
construction within the first three years
and averaging a return of almost £1,000
from 1916‐24, the wages bill being the
biggest
running cost for the S.S. Gippsland.
S.S. Gippsland on the Mitchell River

S.S. Gippsland (Green Hull) at Paynesville
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S.S. Gippsland at New Works, Lakes Entrance

S.S. Omeo & S.S. Gippsland at Port of Sale
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The End of an Era
By the early 1930s the splendid era of commercial shipping on the Gippsland Lakes was drawing to
a close, the steamers were no longer able to compete against the popularity of the motor car as
Gippsland roads were vastly improved and the economic downturn from the 1930s depression
were still having an effect.
The Sale Steamboat Company voluntarily withdrew from service in 1929, with Dahlsen’s
purchasing the S.S. Dargo for £100 in 1933.
The S.S. JCD was taken out of service in 1936 and left at the Paynesville Slipyard and finally
removed from the water in the 1970s and burnt.
The S.S. Dargo was destroyed by fire in the Mitchell River at Eagle Point in 1955.
A decision was made to sell the S.S. Gippsland ending fifty years of shipping on the Gippsland
Lakes for the Dahlsen Company.
The S.S. Gippsland was eventually sold to Captain N D Hegarty for £1500 and sailed for Sydney on
November 5, 1937. Many residents of Lakes Entrance gathered at the Entrance to farewell the S.S
Gippsland as she left the Gippsland Lakes for the last time, her departure marking the end of the
Gippsland Lakes steamship era.

S.S. Gippsland Leaving Lakes Entrance 5 November, 1937
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Captain N D Hegarty bought the S.S. Gippsland to work as a ferry on the Sydney Harbour; however
she was unsuited to this work. She took part in the 150th Anniversary of British settlement on the
Sydney Harbour in January 1938.

S.S. Gippsland at Sydney Harbour, 150th Australia Day Celebrations, January 1938

The S.S. Gippsland went to Queensland where she was made into a showboat on the Brisbane
River. Unfortunately, this venture was unprofitable and in 1942 she was sold again.
The Company, Red Funnel Fisheries owned by Messrs’ MacArthur and Grassick purchased the S.S.
Gippsland and converted her into a mother‐ship for their fishing trawling fleet off New South
Wales.
The Upper deck was removed to aft of the bridge and the lower deck removed to provide access
to new fish storage holds and a coal bunker.
As the Second World War intensified, the Royal Australian Navy compiled a register of all shipping
suitable for naval deployment and on 16 April 1942, the S.S. Gippsland was inspected by the navy
and reported as; ‘S.S. “Gippsland” 133 tons eleven and half knots is available for charter from Red
Funnel Fisheries. Vessel examined and hull and machinery are in good condition. Recommended
by O.C.A.S. for conversion to auxiliary A/S vessel for coastal and harbour defence. Proposed to fit
with A/S type 123a and man with two officers and reduced trawler crew. Request approval to
requisition vessel and fit out for the service forthwith’.
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping Report No. 668 completed 14th September 1942 stated that the S.S.
Gippsland was surveyed 25th June 1942 by W.B.C. Elder of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping at Port
Sydney, NSW, recommending ‘In view of the vessel’s low speed, it is considered that she would
not be entirely satisfactory for A/S duties, and if this view is concurred in, it is proposed she be
requisitioned as a mining tender as soon as possible.’
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In Elder’s second report No. 670 he estimated her value at the outbreak of war to be £2,500 and
‘as this vessel had been acquired and converted to make her suitable for a special trade by her
present owners, since the outbreak of war, it is considered that in the event of any settlement
being made, the cost of this conversion should be taken into account.’
The S.S. Gippsland was acquired by the Royal Australian Navy in 1943 and modified for mining
operations as HMAS Gippsland.
During the war HMAS Gippsland served as a seagoing tender for the training of officers and
engineers in navigation at Jervis Bay. Later she served as a minefield repair and observation ship
in northern Australian waters and the Pacific Islands.
The RAN recommended decommissioning of HMAS Gippsland in October 1944 as ‘there was no
further Naval commitments foreseen for this vessel.’
Four McRae brothers and Captain A.W. Guthrie formed a syndicate; McRae Steamship and Salvage
Company and purchased the decommissioned HMAS Gippsland in 1946 for the purpose of salvage.

The Last Voyage of the S.S. Gippsland
In June 1947, the S.S. Gippsland departed for New Guinea and the Sydney Telegraph reported
‘Twelve men will sail for New Guinea this week to solve an island legend of a white woman on an
island, search for gold and pearls, and salvage wrecks.’
When she left, the aft passenger deck was piled high with reserve bunker coal, a workmanlike
radio had replaced the piano, passenger accommodation was replaced by salvage gear, spare
water butts, rations and surf‐boats.

S.S. Gippsland at Sydney Harbour, 1947
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They were to search for a woman survivor of a shipwreck, who was about 50 years of age, and was
believed to be still on Misima Island where gold was first discovered in New Guinea and the
Salvage firm was hoping to locate new fields.
The S.S. Gippsland also had specialist diving gear on‐board for prospecting the reefs for pearls and
waiting at Port Moresby to join the ship was Mr J. Johnstone, a salvage expert and deep‐sea diver.
The company had bought the wreck of a 10,000 ton tanker which went aground on a reef off New
Guinea and were to salvage 8,000 tons of oil and to have a look at numerous other wrecks around
New Guinea and the Solomon Islands.
In July 1947, the S.S. Gippsland the ‘Pride of the Gippsland Lakes’ sank to its final resting place 90
miles north‐west of Port Moresby.
Her lifeboats had been subsequently sighted by search planes and all thirteen crew were reported
in The Sun, 25 July 1947 as being rescued.
‐‐‐ End ‐‐‐‐
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Victor Emmanuel Ernest Gotch
Designer of SS Gippsland
by Sandra Hargreaves

On Tuesday 7th July 1908, the Bairnsdale Advertiser and Tambo and Orbost Chronicle carried an
article about the launch of a new steamship at Paynesville. The S.S. Gippsland had been
ordered by Messrs J. C. Dahlsen and Co. to service the Gippsland Lakes as a passenger vessel.
She had been built by Mr. Peter Tierney at his Paynesville yard and the original design had been
supplied by Mr. V. E. E. Gotch.
Victor Gotch was the eldest of two surviving brothers, who had been born to John Christian
Gotch and his wife Mary Ann nee Scott. Victor was born Victor Emmanuel Ernest in 1865 and
his surviving brother was born Julius Edward in 1872.
Their father, John Christian Gotch had been born about 1837 in Kiel, according to his death
certificate. Kiel, located in Schleswig‐Holstein, had from early times been an important port and
natural harbour on the Baltic Sea and during the years between his childhood and 1864 there
was much political unrest in the region. Kiel, which had been part of Denmark, was of strategic
importance when Germany and Denmark went to war in 1864. Following a German victory,
Schleswig‐Holstein was lost to Denmark and ruled by a different country. The town of Kiel was
administered by Austria but its harbour, waterway and castle came under Prussia’s jurisdiction.

It was about 1859 when John Christian Gotch arrived in Victoria, no doubt the impending war
and unrest having had an influence on his decision to leave his home town. He settled at the
Saltwater River in Footscray and married Mary Ann Scott in 1865. John Christian Gotch was a
shipwright. Interestingly, the founder of the Dahlsen Company was John Christian Dahlsen, also
an immigrant from Denmark, where he was born at Horsens in 1839. Horsens was also a
harbour town on the east coast of Denmark, further north of Kiel and situated on the Baltic Sea.
Like Kiel, it was an industrial town. The two men, therefore, had similar backgrounds.
Both Victor and Julius became naval architects and remained in the Footscray area for most of
their lives. Both began, independently, to offer evening classes in naval architecture and its
associated disciplines and indeed by 1903 there seems to have been some kind of competition
between them. Victor operated his evening classes from as early as 1898, advertising in the
Williamstown Chronicle that he proposed to give instruction in naval architecture and
engineering drawing from his home premises at 77, Cowper Street. Julius also began
newspaper advertising in 1901, offering similar evening classes from his parent’s home in 44,
Moreland Street. The Independent (Footscray) of
Saturday 2nd September 1900 carried an article about
the success of Victor’s classes. He had organised a
musical evening for one hundred and twenty people at
his home to celebrate the second anniversary of the
beginning of his Footscray Technical College, which had
increased its number of pupils from one to fifty seven.
Two years later on Saturday 14th June 1902, Victor
submitted an extensive advertisement in the
Independent (Footscray). He referred to himself as the
Principal of the Footscray Technical College and was
now running classes during the day in addition to
evening sessions at 77, Cowper Street. However, the
Independent (Footscray) of Saturday 4th January 1902
carried an advertisement for the resumption of evening classes at the Moreland Street
Technical College, which due to such an increase in numbers of pupils had been enlarged and
altered to accommodate a larger intake. The Principal of the Moreland Street Technical College
was Julius E. Gotch. Just two months later he submitted an advertisement to the North
Melbourne Courier and West Melbourne Advertiser (21st March) advising that he would be
opening a technical college in Dudley Street. In an advertisement for his Moreland Street
Technical College placed in the Independent (Footscray) on Saturday 26th April 1902, Julius was
at great pains to disassociate his college to any other college. He continued to operate the
Dudley Street College as Principal and advertised again in the North Melbourne Courier and
West Melbourne Advertiser in May 1902. Although both brothers continued to operate their

technical colleges during the early years of the first decade of the twentieth century, I have
found no connection between either of them and the founding of the Footscray Technical
College which started out as the Footscray Technical School in 1915. The first principal of that
school was Charles Archibald Hoadley and its location was the corner of Buckley and Nicholson
Streets, Footscray.
According to one of his own advertisements, Victor had undertaken a five year apprenticeship
in engineering and was for many years an engineering draughtsman to the firm of Hampson
and Halliday, Engineers of Footscray. In 1895, Victor married Rosa Helena Halliday, the
daughter of William James Halliday of Hampson and Halliday and his wife, Amelia Clara. Victor
and Rosa were to have four children. Walter Alfred Gotch was born in 1896 and became an
engineer. Then followed three daughters, Iris Rosalind born in 1898, Amelia Clara born in 1901
and Rosa Victoria born in 1905. In 1889 Victor launched his new yacht and named the vessel
“Iris”. As a twenty year old, he had designed and built her himself, with help from Joseph
Freeman. The Independent newspaper of Footscray (Sat. 6th April 1889) carried a report of the
event and declared her to be “one of the prettiest and best built on the river”. It would seem
that the yacht was close to his heart because his first daughter was also given the name of Iris.
His career interest was apparently focussed on the design of vessels. He included his
involvement in the design of the SS Victoria a pilot steamer, SS Gertrude, SS Phantom and
steamers for the government and others in a newspaper advertisement for his technical
college. In 1901 he invited tenders for the building of a screw steamer for the Victoria
Stevedoring Company. He had also worked as a naval architect and surveyor to Captain James
Deane, a ship owner and noted local figure. Victor’s specialist knowledge led to his
appointment as a skilled member of the Court Marine of Inquiry. This was initially in 1899 and
the post was reconfirmed until 1910 and undoubtedly later. The Court Marine of Inquiry was
administered by the State Executive Council. He was involved in the enquiry which investigated
the suspicious fire at sea of the steamship Norfolk, which in 1914 was beached at Ninety Mile
Beach in Victoria.
Joseph C. Bull, shipwright of Metung, included a personal recollection of Victor Gotch in one of
his books, “Small Ships and Adze Chips” which was published by the author in 1978. Bull was a
former student of Victor Gotch, having signed on at Gotch’s Technical College for eighteen
months prior to the outbreak of the First World War. A good deal of the engineering instruction
within the technical college was apparently done by Victor’s son, Walter Gotch. This allowed
Victor to concentrate on the naval architectural aspect, which he enjoyed. Bull recalled his
conversations with Victor Gotch and had formed the opinion that he was somewhat of a
“larrikin” in his youth. However, Gotch’s abilities stood him in good stead and he developed a
sound reputation during his career.

During the early years of his career, he referred to himself as a naval architect. This occupation
appeared on the Victorian electoral rolls prior to 1914. After this time his occupation was given
as engineer. From leaving his parent’s home and marrying Rosa, Victor lived for many years in
the property at 77 Cowper Street in Footscray.
Victor Emmanuel Ernest Gotch died on 7th January 1952 at his daughter Iris’s home in Caulfield.
He was eighty six years old. His widow, Rosa, outlived him by two years and she too died at her
daughter’s home in Caulfield on 26th May 1954.

Copies of materials used to write this story are available on request to Paynesville Maritime Museum

The penmanship of Victor Gotch shown in this 48 feet long “Oil launch”
From the PMM Collection which also includes drawings of SS Gippsland

The Gunaikurnai People and Indigenous Fishing
By Henrie Ellis
The distinguished archaeologist and ethnographer, Rupert Gerritsen’s important study1, Aboriginal Fish
Hooks in southern Australia, in 2001 marked an important contribution to the greater understanding of
indigenous fishing techniques in south eastern Australia.
Until the publication of his paper, many archaeologists believed that the use of fish hooks by aboriginal
people was confined to the east coast of Australia and north western Australia.
In the latter half of the 20th century, a new appreciation emerged regarding the sophistication of
aboriginal fishing techniques and their widespread usage.
The pre‐ European dated archaeological finds and accounts from early settlers along the NSW coast
pointed to the use of fish traps, fish spears, bark canoes and braided lines using toggles2 and fish hooks
fashioned from shell or kangaroo bone.
The use of these techniques and technology extended to East Gippsland, and until recently it was
suggested that the use of fish hooks only extended as far as Lake Tyers.
Since 1888, the Museum of Victoria has held a specimen fish hook from Lake Tyers made from kangaroo
bone tied with twine made from the inner bark of the Blackwood tree. The hook is barbless and crescent
–shaped.3

Figure 1. Museum of Victoria – Lake Tyers Fish Hook

1

Gerritsen R., “Aboriginal Fish Hooks in Southern Australia: Evidence, Arguments and Implications”, Australian
Archaeology No 51 2001 pp 18‐28
2

A toggle or gorge is a transverse piece of wood sharpened at both ends and secured in the middle by a line.
The bait is placed at both ends and when the fish bites the line is yanked and the sharp end pierces the fish’s
stomach or gills.
3. Despite referring to the use of fish hooks at Lake Tyers, the Rev Bulmer in his diaries mentioned that he
never saw them used.

George Augustus Robinson4 was a member of a party which, in 1844, ventured overland into Gippsland
from Melbourne and he made reference to the use of fish hooks by the Gunaikurnai people as did one of
his companions, Haydon.5
While there has been no evidence found of bone or shell fish hooks in Gunaikurnai territory west of Lake
Tyers, it seems reasonable to suggest, based on the recollections of Europeans travelling and residing in
Gippsland prior to the formation of the colony of Victoria, that the clans of the Gunaikurnai were actively
engaged in fishing using bone fish hooks attached to twine made from bark strands and from bark
canoes.
Early European commentators also mentioned the use of fish traps, mesh and drag nets.
The aboriginal tribes all along the central and south coasts of NSW and eastern Victoria used bark canoes
as the evidence of scar trees all along the rivers and coastal lakes testifies. According to Robinson, the
canoes of the Gunaikurnai clans were strikingly similar in construction to those of the aboriginal tribes
around Sydney.
Commentators in the 1840s also talked about the proliferation of bark canoes on the Gippsland Lakes
engaged in fishing and transportation between settlements.
Most archaeologists and ethnographers now believe there was a diffusion, a cultural transmission, of
fishing technology from the north to the south along the NSW coast into Victoria. That diffusion may
have reached as far as Westernport Bay where there is some scant evidence of the use of fish hooks.
It seems, based on the recollections of Europeans like the Rev Bulmer at Lake Tyers, women figured
prominently in lacustrine and riparian fishing using hooks, spears and nets from canoes.

Figure 2 Lake Tyers women fishing from bark canoes
Whether women performed the majority of the fishing within the various clans of the Gunai Kurnai
nation or not there is little doubt it was their role at Lake Tyers as Figure 2 shows. It would not be
presumptuous to assume that in other clans women played a significant role in fishing.

4

Robinson, G.A. 1839‐49 Manuscripts and Papers, Port Phillip

Protectorate, Sydney: Mitchell Library
5

Haydon, G.H. 1846 Five Years’ Experience in Australia Felix.

London: Hamilton, Adams and Co

Woven fish traps were used to catch eels, and while no archaeological evidence or accounts exist of fish
pens, there is a photograph of a Gunai Kurnai male in 1902 spearing fish in what looks like a holding pen
in the Lake Wellington area. Perhaps it was simply a rock fish trap.

Figure 3. Is this a fish pen, trap or a natural rock pool?
As more and more research is undertaken, a picture is emerging of a very sophisticated application of
various techniques and approaches to catching fish that makes us question the “primitive hunter
gatherer” image projected by early European settlers, explorers and colonial officials.
In the broader context, it is worthwhile consulting the highly controversial publication Dark Emu 6by
noted Gippsland author Bruce Pascoe where he comments on the works of Gerritsen, Gammage and
others which has done much to dispel what he regarded as a manufactured image of the “primitive”
Aboriginal tribes concocted to further the interest of the pastoralists, which with the collusion of the
colonial governments resulting in hastening the destruction of their culture.
AUTHOR’S POSTSCRIPT
If any reader of the Journal has any information on indigenous fishing techniques or knows of early
settlers’ accounts of the same, the Paynesville Maritime Museum would be grateful if you could share that
information with us, especially any evidence of Gunaikurnai fish pens in the Gippsland Lakes and feeder
rivers.

6

Pascoe B., Dark Emu Black seeds: Agriculture or Accident, Magabala Books 2014, Albany WA
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Bob Bills
The story of a Paynesville Speedboat Racer

The Bob Bills Story

(as told November 2014)

Bob Bills came to PMM recognition when we investigated the
stories behind some mould frames that had been obtained
from the roof of the old Charlie Neal shed. One set of
particular interest as it for a 1950’s speedboat. Ray Neill (son
of Charlie) advised that he thought they were for Gay Zephyr
that his father had built for speedboat racer Bob Bills and
that the Bills still lived in Paynesville.
An interview with the 96 year old Bob Bills and his wife Jan was arranged after Jan
had kindly loaned the family photo album of boats for scanning and Gay Zephyr
was confirmed as the boat PMM has the frames for. Not only had Jan supported
Bob’s speedboat racing but had herself won the 1952 Victorian Ladies
championship driving Bob’s boat Cheetah.
Bob was born in East Gippsland to parents who had properties to the west of
Bairnsdale, one fronting to Lake Victoria, where they ran sheep and another in
East Bairnsdale for cropping. The sheep were sometimes shipped to Melbourne
aboard the steamer Wyrallah with the animals owner usually along to care for
them as insurance was not yet available. The trip to Melbourne took one and a
half days, except for one occasion when storms forced the ship to shelter at
Sealers Cove, Wilsons Promontory, with the men having to go ashore to get water
for the sheep. Being a rough and extended trip the ‘fat lambs’ had lost condition
by the time they arrived up the Maribyrnong for sale at Newmarket yards and
were sold as less profitable store sheep.
Bob’s father owned several rental houses in East Bairnsdale and nearby to the
family home was a house
was occupied by Captain
Duncan of the SS
Burrabogie and from time
to time Bob was allowed
to accompany Capt
Duncan onboard the
steamer as she plied her
way around the Lakes
picking up and delivering a
miscellany of cargoes,
often of maize, wool or hops, as she did in her twilight years. Trips up the Tambo
to Mossiface being particularly interesting.
Another steamer related story was a trip the family did to Sale aboard the SS
Gippsland. On the return trip Lake Wellington was at its worst with short steep
waves kicked up by strong winds. In these conditions Gippsland was bottoming

out on the mud with loud thuds and captain Lindeman was very worried about the
safety of his ship. Eventually they reached the deep water of the McLennan Straits
but the pounding had caused Gippsland to leak severely and they proceeded to
Paynesville as fast as possible, pumping all the while. At Paynesville wharf the
passengers were disembarked and alternative transport arranged for the trip to
Bairnsdale. Gippsland was urgently slipped at Paynesville and recaulking of the
seams was undertaken. This was the last voyage that Gippsland made to Sale.
Bob’s father owned an old sailing boat, no engine, tanned sails and heavy and in
light winds it was not much fun. When Bob got older he decided he would never
have a sailing boat.
Not wanting to become a farmer, young Bob had himself apprenticed as a fitter
and turner (metal machinist) in Bairnsdale and also developed an interest in
engines.
A recent bout of rheumatic fever ruled Bob out from being conscripted in WW2
and, given his engineering background, he was allocated to Melbourne to
expertise in the factories producing armament components. More good
experience for the future.
After the war Bob returned to Gippsland and became a timber merchant running
several trucks taking loads of timber to as diverse locations as Melbourne, Sydney,
Canberra, Woolongong, Phillip Island and the growing Snowy Scheme.
Bob initially owned and raced Red Fury, a double chined Ventnor design from the
USA powered by a V8 Ford and a bit of a handful to
drive. The first speedboat for which Bob Bills became
noteworthy was Cheetah which had a Lewis clinker hull
from the well known Sydney builder. The engine was
assembled by Bob from a big capacity Ford V8 side‐valve
motor that was obtained from a wrecked car that had been specially imported
from the USA for an advisory team who surveyed the Snowy scheme but managed
to roll it and destroy the body. This engine was significantly larger capacity then
the other V8’s available locally.
Bob imported Edelbrock
parts from the USA to ‘hot
up’ the engine, using their
two‐piece cylinder heads,
modified camshaft, new
manifolds and four
carburettors to produce a
very potent engine. No
power output figures were available as there was only one dynamometer in
Australia at the time, at Sydney University, but it was unavailable for public use.

Cheetah went on to win many unlimited races in Victoria, including
the 1951 Unlimited Championship, and other States until she was
eventually sold to be raced as Hornet, but Bob retained the Ford V8
engine for use in his next project.
In the early 1950’s there were speedboat races at Paynesville on Boxing Day,
Metung for New Years Day and Lakes Entrance on Australia Day with crowds
counted in the thousands. Marlo was also a popular venue and the site of Jan’s
championship victory in 1952.
Gay Zephyr was built to a USA design for an 18 foot Class E racing runabout by
Charlie Neal in his Paynesville shed. Construction being nine inch wide planks of
double skinned teak on the bottom
and single skin on the sides, the
planking having battens behind the
seams. For Gay Zephyr the Edelbrock
V8 was detuned by changing to a two
carburettor setup and the boat raced
in Victorian competitions. Gay Zephyr
was never a “fast” boat but was
comfortable, reliable and looked
good, she was sold to Ernie Veal from Sale who fitted a Buick motor, and a
windscreen, and whose name appears on trophies in the Gippsland Lakes Yacht
Club trophy cabinet. It is not known where Gay Zephyr went after the premature
death of Veal.
Gay Zephyr was followed by Jingle Bells, a 16 foot
Everingham and this boat recorded an Australian
record speed on the Paynesville course powered by a
Holden engine.

By this time the family were coming along and boating interest turned to more
suitable types. Early amongst these being a Botterill runabout (Jan is from the
Botterill family) that Bob constructed a rotating frame for to enable painting of the
bottom without having to crawl underneath. Later the cruiser Howqua was
purchased from Eildon and gave many years of service on the Lakes and finally a
steel cabin cruiser put together by Bob over ten years.

Paynesville’s Unique role in the development of the Bass Strait fishery.
Peter Stokes

In May 1890 a new ketch‐rigged fishing craft named the Unique arrived in Melbourne from
the Gippsland Lakes via the Kent Group of Islands in Bass Strait. The ketch had been
especially designed for the infant deep sea fishing industry and uniquely contained a well or
wooden tank, especially designed to keep the catch alive until brought to market. However,
this first venture was not so successful.
The Unique, was a smart yacht like clipper of about 15 tons, purpose built in Paynesville as a
deep sea fishing boat. Built by Hymans, formerly of Williamstown, for the Messrs. Robinson
and Son of Paynesville, she had knees of colonial hardwood and her kauri pine clinker hull
was fastened throughout with copper. The vessel was forty six foot long overall and forty
foot at the waterline with fifteen foot of beam and a draft of six feet. The well for holding
the fish was twelve feet long and eight feet wide with a depth of four feet. A pipe led from
the bow into the well and through a series of valves the inflow of water could be regulated.
Two other pipes led aft to allow surplus water to return to the sea. It was estimated that the
well could hold ten tons of fish and in addition, the Unique had room on her deck for
approximately 110 fish baskets.
The ketch left Paynesville on her maiden voyage on the 11th of May 1890 and arrived at the
Kent Group the following day. Fishing was commenced at day break the following day and a
cast of the seine in East Bay in the Murray Pass yielded a catch of about one ton of fish that
was mostly trevally with a sprinkling of salmon. The fish were loaded into the well, however
probably because of the natural resinous material in the timber that was used to construct
the well, or perhaps some other impurity, the unfortunate fish died in only about four
hours. After emptying and cleaning the well the men went on to take another successful
haul with the seine in Garden Cove on the 15th of May. This time about seven tons of fish
were caught including trevally, salmon, barracouta and bastard trumpeter. The haul also
included a shark of about ten feet in length, but it was dead when landed being smothered
under the weight of the catch. The area was said to be swarming with sharks. The haul
amounted to about 200 baskets of fish and these were packed on board the ketch, the men
having made a decision not to risk any further fish in the well for the present.
The ketch sailed from the Kent Group for Melbourne at noon on the 16th May and arrived
off the Heads at about mid‐night on the 17th May but due to an unfavorable tide was
delayed there. The Unique finally entered Port Phillip Bay the following morning but then
did not reach Melbourne until the 18th May. On their arrival the men dispatched about a
dozen baskets of fish to the Melbourne Fish Market but sadly the fish were condemned as
being unfit for human consumption. The crew of the Unique was forced to take the
remainder of their catch to the other side of the Lightship where almost 200 baskets of dead
fish were thrown overboard. After spending a little more time in Port Phillip Bay the ketch

departed on the 23rd May for King Island to try cray fishing, in the hope of returning with a
live cargo.
William Carstairs of Cunninghame regularly captained the Unique on behalf of Paynesville’s
Messrs. Robinson and Son and in August 1890 the Unique, under the command of William
Carstairs arrived off the Entrance. In order to ensure that her catch could be landed in time
for trans‐shipment from Cunninghame to Bairnsdale on the steamer J. C. D. arrangements
were made for Messrs. Carpenter and Sons to send their steamer the Charlotte Fenwick out
to sea and tow the Unique into the Lakes.
The Unique had just completed an eventful cruise. She had left the Entrance three weeks
earlier to fish at Mallacoota Inlet, where due to heavy rain and flooding they disappointingly
had only managed to fill seventy baskets. William Carstairs sailed off Mallacoota in the
Unique and brought the vessel alongside the steamer Easby that just happened to be
passing enroute from Sydney to Melbourne. The captain of the Easby was amazed to see a
vessel of the Unique’s tonnage weather what was at the time a very rough sea. Carstairs
transferred his catch to the Easby and when it arrived in Williamstown it was still in good
order and sold well.
Following the transfer of the catch the Unique left the waters of Mallacoota for Twofold
Bay. There the party caught a further 200 baskets of fish but as no coastal traders appeared,
a fact blamed on an apparent inter‐colonial shipping strike, they were unable to trans‐ship
their fish. It was felt that if it were not for this one misfortune, the Unique’s cruise would
have been deemed to have been highly successful. On their return to Lakes Entrance, ‘the
fishermen and everyone with the interests of their calling at heart wished Messrs. Carstairs
and Robinson every success in their plucky enterprise.’i
William Carstairs and fellow Scotsman Captain James Anderson, the Colonies Chief Inspector
of Fisheries, worked closely together from 1890 in an attempt to establish a much needed
deep sea fishing industry in Bass Strait. In July 1890 William Carstairs took Captain Anderson
for a week long cruise in the Unique to the Kent Group accompanied by the two owners.
Although the vessel experienced a great deal of rough weather sailing to and from the
islands the vessel still managed to return with two to three hundred baskets of fish.
In due course William Carstairs and Captain Anderson announced a deep sea fishing scheme
that the pair had apparently formulated between them. It involved transporting fish caught
in the Kent Group of Islands speedily to the Melbourne Fish Market by chartered steamer.
It was not until September 1893 that William Carstairs and Captain James Anderson would
finally implement their scheme. The Melbourne Coal and Shipping Company’s steamer
Pharos was placed under charter to act as a tender to the fishing party and then to return
the catch speedily to Melbourne. The Pharos with Captain James Anderson aboard steamed
to Waterloo Bay where it rendezvoused with William Carstairs who was waiting for their
arrival with five fishing boats and eleven men. We cannot be certain that the Unique was
part of this fleet. The Pharos then towed the party to Flinders Island where the men
established land quarters in an old house ashore. The following day two boats commenced
fishing and with just four hauls of the seine landed 150 baskets of splendid pike, garfish,

flounders and rock flathead. The result was so gratifying that William Carstairs decided to
immediately send the Pharos to Melbourne to deliver the fish hopefully in time for the
Friday morning market, and then to return with even more men. It was confidently
expected that the catch would fetch over £70. Unfortunately, the Pharos encountered
fierce gale force head winds on the journey back. Captain Le Maisters of the Pharos kept
the steamer ‘plugging away for hours in the teeth of a furious gale.’ ii However, when it was
clear that the vessel could not reach Melbourne by early Friday morning, the Pharos took
shelter under the lee of Cape Liptrap until the weather moderated. The vessel then
proceeded on its way delivering the catch, still in excellent conditon, in the afternoon.
The Pharos commenced her return journey to the Kent Group almost immediately taking
with her several more fishermen. It was expected that she would return again early the
following Friday. Captain Anderson confirmed that a long stretch of good fishing ground
existed between Barren and Flinders Islands and that it could be worked in almost any
weather. He was well satisfied with the results of this first venture and expected that
although in its infancy, this new industry was a promising one.
In early October 1893 the Pharos again returned to the Kent Group under charter. On this
occasion she was able to steam back to Melbourne with a load of 130 baskets of splendid
pike and garfish caught at Flinders Island in time for the early morning market. Further, the
fish were delivered in fine condition and met with eager purchasers and speedy sales.
Later that same month the Pharos returned once more from the Bass Strait Islands this time
with 230 baskets of mullet, garfish and pike. The fish had been caught off Flinders Island and
this time the fish had been cleaned and packed in sawdust in an attempt to prevent
decomposition. William Carstairs by all accounts was happy with the progress being made
and believed that with judicial management the enterprise would develop into a successful
and profitable industry. At this point the deep sea fishing industry in the islands of Bass
Strait was pronounced safely launched and promised to be a remunerative venture
particularly for the men already engaged in the enterprise.
In December 1893 the Victorian Government created an honorary Fishing Board to provide
advice to the Commissioner of Trade and Customs, on fishery matters. The nine man board
included amongst others, William Carstairs.
Shortly afterwards the Commissioner for Trade and Customs launched an apparently well‐
intentioned scheme to tackle Melbourne’s growing unemployment and to further
consolidate the development of the infant deep‐sea fishing industry. In an attempt to kill
two birds with the one stone the Commissioner ordered the establishment of a fishing
settlement on Flinders Island to be staffed by unemployed men. The men would be taken
there and trained as fishermen by William Carstairs and fellow Cunninghame fisherman
Thomas Jamieson. Carstairs and Jamieson would instruct these unemployed men in ‘the
ancient and honorable calling of fishing.’ iii
Thus in February 1894 William Carstairs was on Flinders Island again, this time ‘with his
favourite little sailing boat Maggie.’iv Although his previous venture had now lapsed he was
hopeful of reviving it again and employing a more powerful steamer.

The Government supplied the party with boats, nets, tents, rations and any quantity of
tobacco, although according to one contemporary report these increasingly unhappy men
only appreciated the rations and tobacco. It was apparently well‐known that the fishing
settlement was in a state ‘bordering on rebellion.’ v All but a few of the men refused to work
more than eight hours per day and some refused to go afloat after dark, whilst some others
it was said, even to get their feet wet.
Neither the Government, nor the main organiser William Carstairs, was considered at fault
for attempting the ambitious scheme. Generally, the unemployed men were considered
ungrateful for the effort that had been made on their behalf and dismissed as a body of
incapable and disinclined settlers. vi When the scheme inevitably collapsed and the Flinders
Island camp abandoned the failed fishermen were ‘” returned to the ‘congenial atmosphere
of the Yarra Bank, ”’ one claimed that ‘”he would "far sooner be in Pentridge again than
follow the calling of a fisherman."” vii
In July 1895 the deep sea fishing boat Unique, still owned by the Messrs. Robinson and Son
of Paynesville, sailed to Port Albert from its now home waters in the Kent Group. On board
were three sailors, Dents, Wilson and Hotten and they carried a load of 100 baskets of fish.
There was a big ocean swell caused by recent rough weather but little wind. When the men
reached the bar they judged that the wind was insufficient to drive the vessel safely across
and decided to drop anchor. At about 7.00 pm that evening in the rolling swell the Unique
dragged her anchor and ran ashore on the beach on Snake Island just near the fairway buoy.
The pilot from Snake Island rendered assistance but was unable to save the vessel. All three
sailors were got safely ashore, however, the Unique was on the beach and although the hull
was well‐built it was strained and beyond recovery.
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